
Math 243
Distribution of Sample Means – Inv. 2.4



Statistical Inference for 1 Quantitative Variable

Suppose we want to make inferences beyond 
the sample data

•Need random sample from population/process

•Need to how about the behavior of sample 
means from different random samples from the 
same population



Investigation 2.4 (p. 143)

• Wikipedia



Inv. 2.4: Try parts (a) – (g) in class



Part (a) and (b): Sketch your idea of the 
following distributions

Weights of 47 adults                                                      Weights of all adults



Inv. 2.4, part (c): if the tour boat company consistently 
accepted 47 passengers, what is the probability their 
combined weight exceeds 7500 pounds?

What are the observational units?

What is the variable?  What is the type of the variable?



Inv. 2.4, part (d).  Translate the question from 
the total weight of 47 passengers to the 
average weight of 47 passengers

Total weight of 47 passengers > 7500 lbs

Average weight of 47 passengers > lbs.







Notation for one quantitative variable

µ = population mean

σ = population standard 
deviation



Notation for one quantitative variable

µ = population mean

σ = population standard 
deviation

1 sample



Notation for one quantitative variable

µ = population mean

σ = population standard 
deviation

1000 samples



Investigation 2.4: Ethan Allen

• CDC: population mean 167 lbs, population 
standard deviation 35 lbs

• Distribution of sample means

• Normal or Approximately normal assuming the 
population of weights is not strongly skewed, 
probably safe assumption with weights of 
humans

• With mean 167 lbs and sd = 35/sqrt(47) = 5.11 
lbs



Central Limit Theorem for sample means

For large populations or processes with long-
run/population mean m and standard deviation s, 
the distribution of sample means has:
•Mean = m

•Standard deviation = s/

•Shape
• Normal if population is normal

• Approximately normal if sample size is large

n



Investigation 2.4: part n

•So P(     > 159.57) = .927

•About 93% of boats were overweight…

X



Consequence of CLT for population mean

•We can say things like 95% of sample means fall 
within 2 s/    of m

•We can say things like a sample mean is far from a 
hypothesized population mean if it is more than 2 
SDs away
• (sample mean – hypothesized mean)/(s/    )n

n



t-interval and t-test for one quantitative variable

From the CLT, we know that the distribution of sample means is 
approximately normally distributed…

…but to use the normal distribution for a test of significance or 
confidence interval we need to specify a mean and SD.



The t-distribution

•With quantitative data, we want to calculate 

•But we don’t usually know s

•But we can calculate the standard error

•But then our standardized statistic                 is better 
modeled by a t distribution (df = n -1) than a normal 
distribution
• Looks more and more like normal as n increases
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One sample t-test and t-interval


